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ABSTRACT 

In this poster we will describe how Ex Libris Rosetta serves as a 

digital repository catering institutions’ different needs. 

General Terms 

Institutional opportunities and challenges; Infrastructure 

opportunities and challenges; Frameworks for digital preservation; 

Preservation strategies and workflows; Innovative practice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
At a time when the amount of digital data produced is growing at a 

faster pace than ever before, more and more institutions face 

challenges and are struggling to fulfill the mandates given to them 

to manage and preserve the digital content being generated in 

different departments within the institution —libraries, archives, 

the Institutional Repository, cultural heritage centers, research 

groups and more. Each of these departments may have different 

needs, expectations, workflows, policies, data types, requirements 

for integrations with third-party software, and so on. 

Digital content managers need to provide a unified solution that not 

only meets the present-day requirements of each department, but 

also offers a high degree of flexibility to support the ever-changing 

future needs of different users. 

2. POSTER CONTENT 
In this poster we will present the challenges being faced by different 

institutions and will illustrate the ways a single digital preservation 

and DAM solution, used by a wide variety of types of institutions 

worldwide, can support diverse digital management and 

preservation activities. 

For instance we will display an end-to-end workflow used by an 

archivist, who would like the system do be integrated with a records 

management system, will use it as a dark archive and would have 

retention policies associated with some of the data. We will 

compare this workflow to a workflow used by a librarian, who 

would like to the system to be integrated with an Integrated Library 

System (ILS) and would like the content to be accessible through 

the institution discovery solution based on various access rights 

policies. Both would like to use advanced preservation and content 

migration strategies to make sure their different types of content 

would be easily accessible also in the future. 

Displaying these (and other) workflows side by side in a graphical 

way will clarify on one hand the different needs that each of these 

workflows has, and on the other hand will amplify the ways the 

system handles these needs. 
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